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From: Garwin Yip - NOAA Federal <garwin.yip@noaa.gov>


Sent: Monday, March 25, 2019 9:27 PM


To: Jeff Stuart


Cc: Barbara Byrne; Howard Brown; Cathy Marcinkevage; Kristin Begun


Subject: Fwd: Update on Delta effects analysis -- status by project component


Attachments: ATT00001.html


Jeff,


I just realized that Barb sent this to the wrong Jeff Stuart. Please confirm your receipt and direction.


Before I left the office today, I checked the Delta section of the draft BiOp folder and didn’t see any of your


draft analyses. Shawn let me know this afternoon that you finally were able to get WiFi access, and that you


would download your draft sections on Thursday (I think). Per Cathy’s e-mail from Friday and my text from


this morning, please download your completed draft sections ASAP, and let us know their location(s). Please


also group e-mail or group text all of us so we all get the scoop. Today, I heard bits and pieces from Cathy,


Barb, and Shawn.


Thanks.


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal <barbara.byrne@noaa.gov>


Date: March 25, 2019 at 2:44:08 PM PDT


To: Jeffrey Stuart - NOAA Federal <jeffrey.stuart@noaa.gov>


Cc: "Howard.Brown" <Howard.Brown@noaa.gov>, Garwin Yip - NOAA Federal


<garwin.yip@noaa.gov>, Cathy Marcinkevage <cathy.marcinkevage@noaa.gov>, Kristin


Begun - NOAA Affiliate <kristin.begun@noaa.gov>


Subject: Update on Delta effects analysis -- status by project component


Jeff -- See the attached for the assignment status based on our discussion after the ROConLTO


check-in meeting this afternoon. Green=things on track to be done by 3/28; Pink=things back on


your plate due 3/28; Yellow & Blue = things reassigned to others.


Bottom line? Please send write-ups for "Agricultural Barriers" and "Clifton Court

Predator Management", on the original timeframe of by COB Thursday, 3/28. Please focus


on the key effects necessary for the I&S section (e.g., maybe the details of predator management


don't matter too much because survival doesn't seem to be much affected?) and incorporate the


deluge of materials we got by reference rather than try to do a detailed summary.


Barb


--

Barb Byrne
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Fish Biologist

NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region

U.S. Department of Commerce

Office: 916-930-5612

barbara.byrne@noaa.gov


California Central Valley Office


650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100


Sacramento, CA 95814


Find us online


www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov
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